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Introduction to 
Azure



Hyper-scale infrastructure:

 Top 3 networks in the world
 2x AWS, 6x Google DC Regions
 Largest VM in World (large instances, M Series) 
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$15b investment – more than Amazon and Google combined* We have 40 Azure regions worldwide today, representing over $15B in investments setting up infrastructure across the globe * That’s 2X the number of regions AWS has. This means you have more choice for where you deploy your applications for lowest latency to your own datacenters or customers What is value of InfraGlobal ScaleAzure operates at global scale. Global scale is about enabling you to reach way beyond your datacenter or even the region where you operate in. It’s about providing your (and your customers) applications global scale. And it’s about providing you as much compute performance as necessary to scale out or scale up your applications. At the core of Azure is its global infrastructure that spans 34 regions worldwide, 30 that are operational. Designed to address the data privacy, sovereignty and compliance needs of our customers and partners around the globe.We have the largest footprint of any cloud provider—more countries and regions than Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud combined. Azure is also the first multinational cloud provider in mainland China. Only multinational cloud vendor with a license to operate in China.You may have heard that we just announce 2 new regions in the US and South Africa recently.Azure runs on a worldwide network of Microsoft-managed datacenters across 34 regions—more countries and regions than Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud combined. This fast-growing global footprint gives you lots of options for running applications and ensuring great customer performance. Azure is also the first multinational cloud provider in mainland China.







Comply with industry and regional requirements
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Jan-2017: Azure compliance coverage includes 53 offerings

http://www.asd.gov.au/infosec/irap/index.htm
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https://www.fisc.or.jp/
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A quick overview
of HPC



What is HPC all about? Uses:
Science and research
Genomics & bioinformatics
Climate modeling
Hydrological analysis
Image analysis & processing
Video & audio transcoding
Engineering stress analysis
Automobile crash simulation
Financial risk analysis
Oil and gas production
... and much more!

INPUT OUTPUT

Tasks are assigned 
to computers/VMs

Independent or 
coupled tasks

Many individual tasks 
need to run to reach 
the answer

APP

Use many computers/ 
VMs instead of one

Data is read, computed 
and written/stored



Two main types of HPC workloads
• Embarrassingly parallel:
• Nodes don’t need to talk to each other, or very 

little cross-node communication
• Usually a parameter sweep, a job splitting, or a 

search/comparison through data
• Examples: Monte Carlo simulations, image/video 

rendering, genetic algorithms, sequence matching
• Great workload for the cloud!

Tightly coupled:
• Nodes need to talk to each other constantly
• Requires a fast interconnection network (low latency 

and high throughput)
• Examples: automotive crash simulation, fluid 

dynamics, climate modeling, reservoir simulation, 
manufacturing modeling

More challenging, but already possible on Azure!



Mission
Our mission is to enable researchers, 
engineers, analysts, designers, developers, 
and data scientists to achieve radically better 
results and faster answers to complex 
problems, by making it easy to do simulation 
and parallel computing in the cloud, at 
hyper-scale.

Azure empowers these technical experts to 
think at 10x or 100x the current scale, to work 
faster, better, and in new ways that before 
the cloud we could only dream about. 



Azure = True HPC on the cloud
• Performance-tuned CPU and BIOS provide supercomputing-class VM 

performance to run jobs faster and reduce costs – no hidden hyper-threading!

• Engineering in the platform enables Azure to deliver speeds comparable to 
(and sometimes better than) bare-metal hardware on premises

• Azure is the only large cloud provider with InfiniBand RDMA networking and 
NVIDIA GRID license included for GPU workloads 

• Support for both Linux and Windows workloads

• Multiple deployment options allow you to leverage existing technology 
investments



“A new study testing four major cloud computing rivals has asserted 
that Microsoft's Azure services are superior, even beating a world-
ranked supercomputer.“
-Fudzilla

“The National Energy Research Scientific Computing (NERSC) Edison 
supercomputer was also included as a non-equivalent comparison in 
the study, but was also outperformed by Azure’s cloud services.”
-The Stack

From a 3rd party, independent research published on 9, February, 2017 : 

Comparative benchmarking of cloud computing vendors with High Performance Linpack
Mohammad Mohammadi, Timur Bazhirov, Exabyte Inc., San Francisco, California 94103, USA

“We found Microsoft Azure to deliver the best results, and demonstrated that the performance per single 
computing core on public cloud to be comparable to modern traditional supercomputing systems. Based on 
our findings we suggest that the concept of high performance computing in the cloud is ready for a widespread 
adoption...”

The media’s reaction was quick:

“Of the three Azure configurations tested, the H-series performed best, with 
32 nodes delivering 28.33 the performance of a single node [...] The Edison 
reference system scaled 27.17 times the speed from one to 32 nodes.”
-The Register

“The actual TOP500 run across the entire machine achieved a Linpack yield of more 
than 64 percent of peak, which is fairly typically of an HPC cluster with a high-
performance network. The Azure H16 in this test had a 67 percent Linpack yield.”
-Top500.org

Really? True HPC on the cloud?

http://www.fudzilla.com/news/42860-azure-is-the-better-hpc
https://thestack.com/cloud/2017/02/13/research-microsoft-azure-beats-rivals-in-high-performance-cloud-computing/?utm_source=linkedIn&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=SocialWarfare
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.02968
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/02/14/clouds_icani_compete_with_hpc_say_boffins/
https://www.top500.org/news/exabyte-measures-linpack-performance-across-major-cloud-vendors/


• Do more with hyper-
scale:

What would you do with 100x the scale?

Remove current limitations:
• Modify more parameters
• Analyze more complex 

models
• Visualize larger results

• Run more iterations
• Generate higher fidelity results
• Simulate longer periods of 

time



Azure HPC building blocks

• Hardware capabilities: 

• Reference Architectures / Services: 



Hardware Capabilities 
for HPC
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Hardware capabilities

H

• A8-A9 and A10-A11 are 
performance-tuned VMs that 
provide bare-metal results

• 8 or 16 CPU cores per VM
• A8-A9 with QDR InfiniBand + RDMA 

on Windows and Linux
• < 3 µsecs latency
• 32 Gbps throughput (actual)

• Fully non-blocking topology to 
ensure max bandwidth

• E5-2670 Sandy Bridge processor

A N

• H series
• Fastest VMs in the public cloud
• 8 or 16 CPU cores per VM
• H16r and H16mr with FDR InfiniBand 

+ RDMA on Windows and Linux
• < 3 µsecs latency
• 54 Gbps throughput (actual)

• Fully non-blocking topology
• E5-2667 v3 Haswell processor
• Up to 224 GB DDR 4 memory
• Up to 2 TB of local SSD

• NC and NV series
• Up to 4 GPUs per VM
• Up to 24 CPU cores per VM
• NC24r with FDR InfiniBand + RDMA 

on Windows and Linux
• < 3 µsecs latency
• 54 Gbps throughput (actual)

• Fully non-blocking topology
• E5-2667 v3 Haswell processor
• Up to 224 GB DDR 4 memory
• Up to 2 TB of local SSD

Specialized infrastructure



GPU
(8) Servers w. 16 GPUs

79,872 Cores

Server Server Server Server

Server Server Server Server

What’s the difference between CPU and GPU?

A GPU is composed of hundreds of cores that can 
handle thousands of threads simultaneously –
accelerating some software by 100x vs a CPU.  

Optimized to take huge batches of data and performing 
the same operation repeatedly very quickly.  More 

power- and cost-efficient than a CPU.

A CPU is composed of just few cores 
with lots of cache memory that can 
handle a few software threads at a 
time. 



New: 



Reference 
Architectures for HPC
in the Cloud



Software & services: Cloud burst

• Burst to cloud to add resources when needed
• Continue using your existing on-premises 

infrastructure
• Run workloads on Windows and Linux, on 

Azure and on-premises
• Cover peaks in demand or special projects
• Pay only for what you use
• Microsoft HPC Pack, Univa Grid Engine, and 

Altair PBS Pro already have this capability (and 
more are coming!)

Compute nodes in the cloudOn-premises

Client

Add cloud resources to your 
cluster, on demand 

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/gg481749.aspx
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/PartnerApps/Univa-Announces-Support-for-Microsoft-Azure
http://web2.altairhyperworks.com/pbscloud


Software & services: Cluster on the cloud

All HPC resources in the cloudOn-premises

Client

• Deploy a complete HPC cluster, all in the 
cloud, in just minutes

• Use templates, scripts, and images to 
quickly deploy at any scale

• Use your current HPC scheduler
• Shift existing applications, scripts and tools 

to cloud
• Deploy as many clusters as you need!

Provision one (or more) 
new clusters in minutes



Software & services: HPC as a service 

All HPC resources in the cloudOn-premises

• Integrate with Azure Batch, directly from a 
client application (GUI or CLI) or online portal

• Batch abstracts resource management and 
scheduling completely

• Supports small to extremely large 
deployments and can deploy any VM size

• Provides auto-scaling and stopping of 
resources

• Run HPC jobs at scale on Docker containers
• Using Batch is free, you only pay for the 

underlying compute!

Run at scale directly from 
your application

Client

Client App or 
Web portal

Azure
Batch



Why Batch? Because customers wanted 
something to make HPC easier on the cloud

“I just want to click Run and get my results”

“I don’t want to pay for compute nodes to run 24/7, I only need them to run one job”

“We didn’t get approved for a refresh of our 2000 core cluster and are now looking at 
cloud options…but we first need to learn how to manage HPC in the cloud”

“We are a research team and do not know how to manage infrastructure”

“Managing infrastructure is painful and time-consuming”

“I want to run my models from my workstation and not have to move my data to a 
cluster and run the models from there”



Building an HPC solution on (any) cloud

Get and manage VMs

Start the tasks

Move task input and output Queue tasks

Install task applications

Scale up and downTask failure? Task frozen?

Manage and authenticate users

Significant amount effort 
spent managing compute 
resources, security, data 
movement, job running, 
and application lifecycle, 
not related to your actual 
workload or business

User application or service

PaaS
Cloud Services

IaaS
Virtual Machines

Hardware

Provided by the cloud 
platform



Azure Batch: HPC as a Service
User application or service

PaaS
Cloud Services

IaaS
Virtual Machines

Hardware

Azure Batch

VM management and job scheduling

App lifecycle, job dependencies, data movement,
task rescheduling, user management & authorization

• Don’t worry about the “plumbing”
• Focus on the workload/app
• Access higher-level capabilities
• Minimize the required cloud or 

Azure experience

Provided by the cloud 
platform



Cloud-enable applications





Case studies



National Oceanic
and Atmospheric
Administration





“There was a job that took nine months to run in house that took three days on 
Azure,” Robert Aspinall, IT team lead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.meritalk.com/articles/speed-of-the-cloud-makes-agencies-more-efficient-experts-say/



Learn more

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/academic-program/microsoft-azure-for-research/


We are committed to the Research community: Azure Data-
Egress Fee Waiver 

37

We want the cloud to work the way the 
academic research community works. 
That’s why we’re waiving the Internet 
egress fee for qualified customers. 

• Ensures predictability and stability 
in cloud costs

• Removes a significant barrier to 
cloud adoption, allowing researchers 
to move data freely

• Paves the way for researchers to 
accelerate the pace of the important 
work they’re doing



Learn more

38

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/genomicsacceleration/


Learn more

https://notebooks.azure.com/


Thank you!

For more information:
http://microsoft.com/hpc
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